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Abstract

Declaration of brain death requires demonstration of irreversible injury to the whole brain including the
brainstem. Current guidelines rely on bedside clinical examination to determine that the patient has irre-
versible coma, absent cranial nerve reflexes, and apnea. Neurophysiologic testing to support the clinical
diagnosis of brain death has primarily consisted of EEG and evoked potentials—typically a combination of
somatosensory evoked potential and brainstem auditory evoked potential. The diagnostic accuracy of
these ancillary tests has been studied for the last few decades but the role of ancillary neurophysiologic
testing in brain death continues to be a source of controversy. This chapter reviews the relevant studies
and guidelines about EEG and evoked potentials in ancillary testing for brain death. Clinical scenarios
in which neurophysiologic testing may aid the declaration of brain death include equivocal results of clin-
ical examination findings, inability to perform some aspects of the neurologic examination, concern for
residual sedative effects, suspected spinal cord or neuromuscular injury, and posterior fossa lesions with
brainstem involvement. In these scenarios, EEG and evoked potentials may offer supportive evidence for
irreversible injury to the whole brain. This chapter also discusses differences between current adult and
pediatric guidelines for the role of ancillary testing in brain death.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of brain death has evolved in parallel
with advances in intensive care medicine and ventilator
support since the 1950s. Criteria had to be established
for the determination of death in patients with irrevers-
ible cessation of brain function. Developing standardized
procedures for the declaration of brain death was also
crucial to advances in solid organ transplant. Formal
efforts at defining brain death began in earnest with
the Harvard Criteria in 1968, followed by the US
Uniform Determination of Death Act (UDDA) in
1981. The UDDA stated that “an individual who has sus-
tained either 1) irreversible cessation of circulatory and
respiratory functions, or 2) irreversible cessation of all
functions of the entire brain, including the brainstem,
is dead. A determination of death must be made with
accepted medical standards” (UDDA, 1980). In 1995,

the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) published
a practice parameter codifying the process for declaration
of brain death (Quality Standards Subcommittee of the
AAN, 1995), which was subsequently updated in 2010
(Wijdicks et al., 2010). In most countries, including
the United States, brain death is defined as irreversible
cessation of all functions of the entire brain including
the brainstem—referred to as whole brain death. The
clinical definition of whole brain death includes irrevers-
ible coma, absence of all brainstem reflexes, and apnea
in the setting of a known brain injury that is sufficient
to cause brain death. Some countries—England and
Canada among them—have defined brain death as
“brainstem death.” In addition to national laws and pro-
fessional guidelines, the process for determination of
brain death—how many examinations are required, the
qualifications of examiners, mandatory observation
period, and use of ancillary testing—is also dictated by
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state and local laws as well as institutional policies. The
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) has published
separate guidelines for brain death in children. Inconsis-
tent policies have contributed to significant variability in
clinical practice, particularly with regard to the applica-
tion of ancillary tests.

The most recent AAN practice parameter provides
practical guidance on the clinical examination necessary
for brain death declaration including exclusion of drug
intoxication, severe metabolic derangements, shock,
hypothermia, and other brain death mimics (Wijdicks
et al., 2010). The neurologic examination requires dem-
onstration of coma, absence of all cranial nerve reflexes,
and apnea. The current AAN practice parameter does not
recommend any ancillary testing beyond a single bedside
neurologic examination and apnea test unless a complete
examination cannot be reliably performed or the results
are equivocal (Wijdicks et al., 2010). Common reasons
for inability to perform a complete neurologic examina-
tion include residual sedative drug effects, metabolic
derangements, cervical spinal cord or peripheral nervous
system injuries that preclude reliable examination, and
facial injuries with inability to examine all cranial nerves.
Common reasons for inability to perform apnea testing
include hypoxia, hemodynamic instability, cardiopulmo-
nary bypass, or patients with baseline hypercarbia due to
chronic lung diseases.

Ancillary testing for brain death is broadly divided
into two categories: tests of cerebral perfusion and
neurophysiologic tests. Perfusion tests that have been
described in the medical literature include conventional
cerebral angiography, CT angiography (CTA) and per-
fusion, MR angiography (MRA) and perfusion, tran-
scranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD), and nuclear
medicine brain perfusion scans (most commonly
SPECT). Complete absence of blood flow to the brain
including the brainstem is considered evidence of
brain death. In the case of TCD, absent cerebral perfu-
sion is demonstrated by recording systolic spikes
oroscillating flow within the bilateral intracranial
internal carotid and middle cerebral arteries (Monteiro
et al., 2006). Although catheter angiography is often
described as the gold standard for demonstrating
absence of cerebral perfusion, this test is rarely per-
formed in routine clinical practice. CTA and TCD are
commonly included as ancillary tests in Europe, but
the 2010 AAN practice parameter found insufficient
evidence to recommend these tests (Wijdicks et al.,
2010). The nuclear medicine brain perfusion scan
remains a preferred ancillary test in the AAN guidelines
and is commonly employed in the United States
(Wijdicks et al., 2010). The remainder of this chapter
focuses on ancillary testing for brain death with EEG
and multimodality evoked potentials.

VARIABILITY IN USE OF ANCILLARY
TESTS FOR BRAIN DEATH

DETERMINATION

Despite the development of guidelines by the AAN, sig-
nificant variability in the use of ancillary testing to con-
firm brain death in adults continues to be reported in the
United States—in part due to variability in state laws. In a
survey of 492 US hospitals, ancillary testing was manda-
tory in 6.5% of hospital brain death policies (Greer et al.,
2016). In addition, 64.2% of hospital policies specified
situations in which ancillary testing should be consid-
ered, including inability to complete the clinical exami-
nation, drug intoxication, equivocal results of apnea
testing, absence of radiographic findings suggestive of
a mechanism for brain death, and chronic hypercarbia
(Greer et al., 2016). Of all responding hospitals, EEG
was listed as an ancillary test in 78.8%, evoked potentials
(EPs) in 26.1%, TCD in 33.0%, catheter angiogram in
71.3%, CTA in 9.0%, MRA in 2.9%, and nuclear medi-
cine cerebral perfusion scan in 72.3% (Greer et al., 2016).

Even greater variability in ancillary testing has been
reported internationally, due to differences in guidelines
from professional societies and national laws. In a survey
of 91 countries, 70% reported legal provisions and 77%
reported institutional policies for declaration of brain
death (Wahlster et al., 2015). Lower income countries
and countries without organ transplant programs were
less likely to report brain death laws and policies.
Ancillary testing was mandatory in about one-third of
countries with 28% of countries reporting mandatory
EEG testing for declaration of brain death and an addi-
tional 47% including EEG as an optional ancillary test
(Wahlster et al., 2015). In Europe, 50% of countries
require ancillary testing, including 21% of countries that
require EEG (Citerio et al., 2014). French law requires
ancillary brain death testing with either angiography or
two EEG studies showing persistent electrocerebral inac-
tivity (Orban et al., 2015). Similarly, Italian law requires
EEG to be performed twice during a 6-h observation
period (Vicenzini et al., 2013). The United Kingdom
has similar laws to the United States whereby ancillary
testing is an option when clinical examination is equiv-
ocal or cannot be performed.

TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR
ANCILLARY TESTING WITH EEG

The American Clinical Neurophysiology Society has
published minimal technical standards for EEG record-
ing in suspected brain death since 1970. The latest itera-
tion of the standards was published in 2016 and accounts
for advances in digital EEG recording techniques. This
document recommends standard terminology including
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use of the termelectrocerebral inactivity (ECI) (Fig. 5.1) to
describe the absence of any nonartifactual EEG activity
over 2mV when recording from scalp electrode pairs
10 or more centimeters apart with interelectrode imped-
ances between 100 and 10,000O (Stecker et al., 2016).
Of note, compliance with these standards requires inter-
electrode placement distances that are greater than the
standard International 10–20 system, which typically
requires interelectrode distances of 6–6.5cm. The greater
interelectrode distance effectively increases the sensitivity
to detect low-voltageEEGactivity butmay also contribute
to errors for technologists who are unfamiliar with non-
standard electrode placement.

The guidelines also suggest using a referential
montage using the Cz vertex reference rather than ear ref-
erence leads. A full complement of electrodes over all the
major brain areas on both sides of the head is also recom-
mended. Single- or dual-channel EEG devices (e.g., BIS,
Sedline) are not recommended for determination of ECI
(Stecker et al., 2016). The guidelines recommend
increased sensitivity to amaximumof2mV/mmfor at least
30min of recording rather than the standard 20-min

recording at a sensitivity of 7mV/mm (Fig. 5.2). At
higher sensitivity, EEG recordings are more prone to
capture artifacts including EKG and artifacts from elec-
tric equipment in the intensive care unit (ICU). Low-pass
filters should not be set below 30Hz and high-pass filters
should not be set above 1Hz to avoid attenuation of
low-voltage fast or slow activity (Stecker et al., 2016).
EEG recordings should also demonstrate absence of
reactivity to noxious somatosensory, audio, and visual
stimuli during the recording. Interpreting EEG record-
ings that strictly adhere to these standards requires
experience on the part of the EEG technologist and the
interpreter, because of the need to eliminate and identify
electronic and other ICU artifacts. Interpretation is made
more challenging due to the nonstandard electrode
placement and high sensitivity recording.

EEG ANCILLARY TESTING IN
BRAIN DEATH

Despite widespread use, there are very few recent studies
of the diagnostic accuracy of EEG for brain death testing.

Fig. 5.1. EEG in a 40-year-old man>2 days after cardiac arrest on no sedative medications. No discernible cortical activity (back-

ground frequencies) was seen with recording sensitivities down to 3mV/mm.
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Fig. 5.2. Very low-voltage EEG in a 43-year-oldmanwithmarked cerebral edema after aneurysm clipping. Displayed at 7mV/mm

(top) and 5mV/mm (bottom). Some background activity is visible in the alpha, theta, and delta bands. EKG artifact is seen in cor-

tical channels FP1–F7 and F7–T3 and, to a lesser degree, in the right temporal derivations.
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In one study of 15 adult patients who met clinical criteria
for brain death, only 8 patients had ECI (53% sensitivity)
while 7 patients had residual low-voltage EEG activity
(Paolin et al., 1995). In another study of 56 patients meet-
ing clinical criteria for brain death, the sensitivity for
detection of ECI was reported to be 80.6%. In this study,
low-voltage EEG activity persisted for up to 168h after
the clinical determination of brain death (Grigg et al.,
1987). More recently, using digital EEG recordings,
EEG was able to detect ECI with a sensitivity of 94%
in a German series of 71 patients meeting clinical criteria
for brain death (Welschehold et al., 2012). A Spanish
study of 289 patients meeting clinical criteria for brain
death recorded ECI in 96.5% of patients on the first
EEG, while 3.5% of patients had low-voltage EEG activ-
ity, which persisted on serial recordings in some cases
(Fernandez-Torre et al., 2013). Described residual EEG
patterns included diffuse low-voltage activity, alpha-
theta coma, burst suppression, and alpha coma. It is
important to note, however, that none of the patients with
residual EEG activity who met clinical criteria for brain
death was reported to subsequently survive or recover.

The presence of residual EEG activity in patients
otherwise meeting clinical criteria for brain death stimu-
lates philosophical questions regarding the gold standard
for determining brain death and clinical scenarios in
which ancillary testing with EEG would be considered
appropriate (Gert van Dijk, 2013). These questions most
commonly arise with posterior fossa lesions involving
the brainstem. Among the studies that provide detailed
clinical descriptions of patients with residual EEG activ-
ity, the majority of patients had posterior fossa lesions
resulting in apnea, coma, and loss of brainstem reflexes
but temporary preservation of cortical EEG activity after
clinical criteria for brain death were met (Fernandez-
Torre et al., 2013). Concerned that residual EEG activity
is inconsistent with death of the whole brain, some coun-
tries and institutions mandate EEG ancillary testing in
patients with apparent brain death due to a posterior fossa
lesion.

The specificity of EEG for determination of brain
death is also not clearly defined but a few series include
patients with apparent brain death and ECI due to
intoxication with barbiturates and other long-acting
sedatives (Szurhaj et al., 2015). Reports of patients
who met clinical and EEG criteria for brain death but
later demonstrated residual cerebral perfusion on angio-
graphy are limited to case reports (Rimmele et al.,
2007). EEG is highly susceptible to sedative medications
and the specificity of EEG for determination of brain
death may be adversely impacted by sedative medica-
tions, hypothermia, and severe metabolic derangements.
Current AAN guidelines recommend waiting for five
elimination half-lives of sedative medications if the time

of drug exposure is known or measuring plasma drug
levels to ensure residual medication effects do not
obscure neurologic or EEG activity (Wijdicks et al.,
2010). Although ECI is only produced by profound
hypothermia in patients with normal neurologic func-
tion, the temperature at which hypothermia can suppress
residual EEG activity in the severely injured brain is not
known. Current AAN guidelines recommend delaying
the brain death examination until hypothermic patients
are rewarmed to at least 36°C (Wijdicks et al., 2010).

High-sensitivity EEG for brain death testing also has
poor interrater and intrarater reliability. In one study of
28 patients meeting clinical criteria for brain death, eight
neurologists had discordant interpretations for ECI in
25% of the EEG recordings (Buchner and Schuchardt,
1990). In addition, when the same neurologists were
asked to interpret duplicate EEG recordings from the
same patients, they each had discordant interpretation
in at least one patient. The potential for false positive
EEG results (e.g., presence of ECI in patients who do
not meet clinical criteria for brain death due to drug
intoxication), false negative results (e.g., apparent resid-
ual EEG activity due to artifacts), and poor interrater reli-
ability has caused some authors to question the
appropriateness of EEG as an ancillary test for brain
death (Gu�erit, 2007). An additional concern is that com-
plete suppression of EEG activity does not adequately
demonstrate whole brain death because EEG preferen-
tially measures electric activity from the cortex and thal-
amus and does not measure residual brainstem activity
(Busl and Greer, 2009). In fact, ECI is commonly
recorded in patients with preserved cranial nerve reflexes
who are in barbiturate or propofol-induced coma for sta-
tus epilepticus or refractory intracranial hypertension
(Fig. 5.3). Based on these concerns, Gu�erit referred to
EEG as “the worst traditionally recommended tool for
brain death confirmation” in the title of an editorial
(Gu�erit, 2007).

COMMON EEG ARTIFACTS IN BRAIN
DEATH TESTING

There are a number of challenges to EEG recording in the
busy electric environment of the ICU, especially using
the high-sensitivity settings recommended for ancillary
testing of brain death. Electrodes are subject to environ-
mental artifacts that impede interpretation by introducing
electric noise. IV drip artifact is common in the ICU and
produces regular, metronomic artifact appearing in one
or more leads that may be misinterpreted as cortical
activity. EKG artifact is almost universally present dur-
ing EEG recording for ECI, and interpretation can be
especially difficult in the setting of cardiac arrhythmias.
Respirators also introduce regular, broad, low-frequency
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activity that should be monitored by placing an extra der-
ivation around the ventilator tubing. Even in the setting
of brain death, neuromuscular blockade may be required
to eliminate all contaminants from spinal muscular
reflexive movements (Fig. 5.4). Neuromuscular block-
ade may also be necessary to detect cortical activity in
patients with postanoxic myoclonus (Fig. 5.5).

EVOKED POTENTIALS FOR ANCILLARY
TESTING IN BRAIN DEATH

Because brainstem and cortical pathways are evaluated
by somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs) and brain-
stem auditory evoked potentials (BAEPs), these tests are
employed as ancillary tests for brain death—either in
combination with EEG or as standalone tests. Utilization
of evoked potentials for brain death testing in the United
States is low but they are more commonly used in Europe
and elsewhere. In the United States, evoked potentials
are much more commonly employed for prognostication
in comatose patients with cardiac arrest or traumatic
brain injury rather than confirmation of brain death.
The argument for inclusion of evoked potentials in brain
death testing is that they are more resistant to sedative

effects and hypothermia compared to EEG and better
evaluate the integrity of the brainstem and subcortical
structures (Facco et al., 2002). These tests have been
advocated for brain death testing when clinical findings
are equivocal or complete cranial nerve reflex testing
cannot be performed. The absence of cortical evoked
potentials and EEG alone is not sufficient to determine
“whole brain” death without clinical confirmation of loss
of brainstem reflexes, however. Other groups have advo-
cated using evoked potentials to shorten the observation
period for declaration of brain death in countries, states,
and institutions that require two clinical examinations
separated by a waiting period to demonstrate irreversibil-
ity of findings. Although SSEP is discussed in the 1995
AAN practice parameter and the 2010 update, neither
document includes SSEP in the list of preferred ancillary
tests (Fig. 5.6).

SOMATOSENSORY EVOKED
POTENTIALS

Median nerve SSEP tests conduction along the somato-
sensory pathway with standard electrode placement
and naming conventions (ACNS, 2006). Brain death is

Fig. 5.3. 47-year-old man on propofol for management of status epilepticus. EEG shows marked suppression with minimal

discernible background activity as well as a burst of epileptiform activity during the suppression-burst phase of propofol

anesthesia.
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associated with loss of all the intracranial SSEP compo-
nents and preservation of the extracranial components.
For median nerve SSEP, the P14, N18, N20, and
middle-latency potentials are absent, while the EP poten-
tial and cervical N13 are preserved (Gu�erit et al., 2009).
Because the P14 and N20 potentials are preserved even
with sufficient general anesthesia to produce ECI on
EEG, SSEP can help exclude residual sedative effects
and provide supplemental evidence of irreversible corti-
cal and brainstem injury in patients with suspected brain
death (Cruccu et al., 2008). SSEP studies are considered
equivocal in conditions where the EP and/or N13 poten-
tials are absent, which could reflect peripheral neuropa-
thy, brachial plexus injury, or cervical spinal cord injury.
Failure of peripheral somatosensory conduction renders
the absence of downstream subcortical and cortical
conduction equivocal. High-quality SSEP for supportive

evidence of brain death should demonstrate preserved
peripheral conduction with bilaterally absent subcortical
and cortical conduction (Fig. 5.7).

The sensitivity of median nerve SSEP for diagnosis of
brain death has been studied in several cohorts. In one
series of 59 patients who met clinical criteria for brain
death due to supratentorial lesions, all but 1 patient dem-
onstrated absent subcortical and cortical potentials
(Welschehold et al., 2012). The remaining patient had
transient subcortical far-field potentials that correlated
with residual brainstem perfusion on CTA, both of which
were absent on subsequent testing the following day.
Another study of 111 patients who met clinical criteria
for brain death found absent subcortical and cortical
potentials beyond the spinal N13 in 87.4% of patients
while the remaining 12.6% were equivocal due to absent
peripheral potentials (Wang et al., 2008). These results

Fig. 5.4. 80-year-old woman in coma after cardiac arrest. EEG shows muscle artifact on a flat background.
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Fig. 5.5. 24-year-old man after cardiac arrest with unknown down time, myoclonic jerks, and no brainstem function. EEG shows

movement artifacts prior to neuromuscular blockade (top). EEG minutes after neuromuscular blockade to abolish jerking move-

ments (bottom) shows that the high-voltage “epileptiform” activity is artifact, revealing low-voltage residual cortical activity.



Fig. 5.6. For the same patient as in Fig. 5.5, median nerve SSEP shows a peripheral response at Erb’s point as the afferent volley

goes past the recording electrode (N9), a near-field potential (N13) as the impulse travels through the cervical dorsal route entry

zone, and subcortical far-field potentials arising from brainstem and thalamic structures (P14/N18). There are no cortical

(N20) potentials. This pattern demonstrates residual brainstem conduction in a patient with absent cranial nerve reflexes but

not meeting criteria for brain death due to postanoxic myoclonus and residual EEG activity.

Fig. 5.7. Median nerve SSEP in a comatose cardiac arrest survivor with no brainstem reflexes or motor response. SSEP shows

evidence of ascending somatosensory signal through the brachial plexus at Erb’s point (N9), but no response from the cervical

dorsal root entry zone (N13), subcortical (P14/N18), and cortical (N20) somatosensory pathways. This SSEP would be considered

equivocal because of absent conduction through the cervical spine. From Kaplan and Nguyen (2011), with permission from John

Wiley and Sons.



were durable upon retesting 12h later. Another study of
130 patients who met clinical criteria for brain death
showed equivocal results in 3.1% of patients due to
absent cervical conduction and absent subcortical and
cortical potentials consistent with brain death in 93.7%
of patients and preserved far-field P14 potentials not con-
sistent with brain death in 3.2% (Facco et al., 2002). In all
cases, the P14 potential was subsequently lost and
patients were eventually declared brain dead.

Additional case series have studied the use of naso-
pharyngeal electrodes for recording the subcortical P14
potential as a more sensitive test for residual brainstem
activity. One study of SSEP using nasopharyngeal elec-
trodes in 181 comatose patients showed absence of the
P14 potential in all 108 patients who met clinical criteria
for brain death and none of the remaining comatose
patients who were not brain dead (Wagner, 1996).
Another study evaluated nasopharyngeal electrodes for
detection of brainstem P14 potentials in a cohort of
28 comatose patients—8 ofwhom progressed from coma
to brain death—compared to 11 patients who alreadymet
clinical criteria for brain death (Roncucci et al., 1999). In
this study, the P14 potential was present in all comatose
patients and absent in all patients whomet clinical criteria
for brain death. In the subset of patients who progressed
from coma to brain death, the P14 potential was lost as
residual neurologic activity ceased. Although the results
of studies evaluating SSEP with nasopharyngeal elec-
trodes are promising, this technique has not gained pop-
ularity and recent follow-up studies are lacking. It was not
recommended as a preferred ancillary test in the most
recent AAN guidelines (Wijdicks et al., 2010).

BRAINSTEM AUDITORY EVOKED
POTENTIALS

BAEPs measure conduction of acoustic stimuli pre-
sented as a series of clicks delivered via headphones.
These auditory stimuli produce measurable potentials
conducted by the acoustic nerve through the brainstem
and cortex. Signal conduction is then measured from
mastoid and scalp electrodes as a series of far-field and
near-field potentials. By convention, the resulting poten-
tials are named sequentially from peripheral to central
rather than by conduction latency. Wave I represents
peripheral conduction along the acoustic nerve. Waves
II and III reflect conduction within the medulla and pons.
Waves IV and V reflect conduction through the lateral
lemniscus and inferior colliculus of the midbrain. Wave
VI is a postsynaptic potential in the medial geniculate
body of the thalamus and wave VII represents conduc-
tion to the primary auditory cortex in the superior tempo-
ral gyrus. By convention, waves I–V are referred to as
short-latency BAEP while wave VII is a middle-latency

BAEP. BAEP can complement SSEP and EEG in sup-
porting the diagnosis of brain death by demonstrating
absent brainstem and cortical conduction. The presence
ofwave I with absence of all subsequent waves is sugges-
tive of irreversible brainstem and cortical injury (Gu�erit
et al., 2009). However, absence of all waves—including
waves I and II—may reflect sensorineural hearing loss
rather than confirming brain death (Gu�erit, 1999).

Although the clinical examination should provide evi-
dence of complete loss of brainstem reflexes, situations
arise in which an incomplete series of cranial nerve test-
ing can be performed due to facial injuries or other fac-
tors. In this setting, BAEP can supplement EEG and
SSEP in the confirmation of brain death (Welschehold
et al., 2012). BAEP has also been recommended as an
ancillary test in patients with residual sedative medica-
tions or hypothermia (Machado, 2010). Because brain-
stem potentials are more resistant to sedative-induced
suppression than EEG, some advocates have suggested
that BAEP is an ideal test to evaluate for “brainstem
death” in patients with possible obscuring of neurologic
function by residual sedation (Facco et al., 2002). In the
majority of brain-dead patients, all BAEP waves are
absent, including the peripheral wave I (Welschehold
et al., 2012). As in SSEP, the absence of peripheral con-
duction renders downstream loss of brainstem and corti-
cal potentials difficult to interpret, because it could
represent either disruption of central conduction path-
ways or a false positive result due to peripheral sensori-
neural hearing loss. In 20%–25% of patients meeting
clinical criteria for brain death, BAEPwave I is preserved
but the subsequent brainstem and cortical waves II–VII
are absent (Gu�erit et al., 2009). The sensitivity of BAEP
for brain death has been explored in several case series
but it is not currently recommended among the preferred
ancillary tests in the most recent AAN practice parameter
(Wijdicks et al., 2010). In one study of 130 patients who
met clinical criteria for brain death, 70.8%had absence of
all responses, including wave I, while 20.8% had wave
I but no subsequent potentials (Facco et al., 2002). From
a practical standpoint, this means 70.8% of results would
be equivocal (due to absent wave I) and only 20.8%
would be considered supportive of brain death. The
remaining 4.6% of patients had preserved waves I–III
suggestive of residual brainstem activity despite clini-
cal signs of brain death (Facco et al., 2002). All patients
died in this study, but the authors contended that the
initial preservation of brainstem potentials excluded
the immediate declaration of death. A subset of
24 patients had an initial BAEP recording while coma-
tose but prior to meeting clinical criteria for brain death.
In all of these cases, BAEP potentials were lost on serial
recordings after clinical progression to brain death
(Facco et al., 2002).
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PEDIATRIC BRAIN DEATH TESTING

In 1987, the AAP released guidelines for brain death
determination in infants and children, which were
revised in 2011 (Nakagawa et al., 2011). Unlike adult
guidelines, two clinical examinations are required to be
performed by two attending physicians separated by a
mandatory observation period of 12h in children older
than 30 days to 18 years of age and 24h in newborns
up to age 30 days (Mathur and Ashwal, 2015). The
AAP guidelines provide for a reduction in the duration
of the observation period between clinical examinations
if an ancillary test for brain death is performed
(Nakagawa et al., 2011). When an ancillary test is per-
formed to shorten the observation period, one clinical
examination and apnea test is performed before the ancil-
lary test and a second clinical examination and apnea test
after the ancillary test. The guidelines do not require
ancillary testing to be performed in any age group if
the clinical examinations and standard observation
periods are followed. The previous version of the guide-
line did require serial EEG testing in children under 1 year
of age, but this has been deleted in the 2011 update. The
current guideline indicates ancillary testing should be
performed if the apnea test cannot be safely performed,
all components of the clinical examination cannot be
performed, the results of testing are equivocal, or seda-
tive medications are suspected that may interfere with
the neurologic examination (Nakagawa et al., 2011).

The only ancillary tests currently recommended in
the AAP guidelines are EEG, conventional cerebral
angiography, and nuclear medicine brain perfusion scan
(Nakagawa et al., 2011). The guidelines specifically
comment that nasopharyngeal SSEP has not yet been val-
idated for brain death testing in children. EEG recording
standards in children are derived from the American
Electroencephalographic Society, including a 30-min
recording with high sensitivity and interelectrode dis-
tances as in adult brain death testing. The guidelines
comment that EEG is less sensitive for the detection of
residual neurologic function in newborns compared to
nuclear medicine cerebral perfusion scans (Nakagawa
et al., 2011). They further indicate that low to midthera-
peutic levels of barbiturates do not preclude use of EEG
as an ancillary test in children (Nakagawa et al., 2011).
The AAP guidelines summarized EEG data from
12 studies of 485 children with suspected brain death,
76% of whom had ECI on the initial EEG study. Among
the patients with ECI on the first EEG, only two
children—both with barbiturate exposure—regained
EEG activity on subsequent testing (Nakagawa et al.,
2011). Of the 24% of children who had EEG activity
on the first test, 55% progressed to ECI on the second
EEG while 45% had persistent EEG activity or no

additional tests. All the patients in these cohorts ulti-
mately died, except 1 patient with an elevated pheno-
barbital level (Nakagawa et al., 2011).

CONTROVERSIES IN ANCILLARY
TESTING FOR BRAIN DEATH

Themedical literature is rife with strongly worded expert
opinions about the role and appropriateness of ancillary
testing for brain death—especially neurophysiologic
tests (Young et al., 2006; Wijdicks, 2010). Proponents
argue that diagnosis of whole brain death requires cer-
tainty that irrevocable cessation of all cerebral and brain-
stem function has occurred prior to declaration of death
(Gert van Dijk, 2013). From this perspective, multimod-
ality neurophysiologic testing with EEG to demonstrate
ECI and combined SSEP and BAEP to demonstrate
absent brainstem and cortical conduction complements
the clinical findings to demonstrate “whole brain” death.
Following this logic, performing serial neurophysiologic
testing in comatose patients with expected progression to
brain death would provide the highest diagnostic accu-
racy because it would establish that (1) the peripheral
and central potentials were present prior to brain death
and (2) central potentials are lost after progression to
brain death (Facco et al., 2002; Machado, 2004). Propo-
nents also argue that neurophysiologic testing can
exclude the diagnosis of brain death in a subset of
patients who appear to meet clinical criteria and thereby
lessen the risk of false positives that can undermine the
credibility of brain death determination and jeopardize
organ transplant programs. Neurophysiologic testing
also offers the benefits of bedside testing for patients
who are often hemodynamically unstable, ready avail-
ability at many institutions, a favorable risk profile,
real-time availability of results, and ease of serial testing
(Facco et al., 2002). Many institutions that do not con-
sider neurophysiologic testing to be mandatory in all
cases of suspected brain death continue to recommend
or require EEG and/or evoked potentials in select circum-
stances. In cases where clinical examination may be con-
sidered equivocal due to cervical spinal cord injury,
severe neuromuscular diseases like botulism, or posterior
fossa lesions with brainstem involvement, EEG may be
required to confirm ECI and exclude the locked-in state.
In cases of suspected residual sedative effects, global cor-
tical anoxic encephalopathy, barbiturate overdose, or
hypothermia, SSEP and BAEP may be required to mon-
itor for residual brainstem conduction.

The main argument against mandatory neurophysio-
logic ancillary testing is that these tests are neither sensi-
tive nor specific to the diagnosis of brain death (Wijdicks,
2010). Because EEG is highly sensitive to sedatives, reli-
ance on ECI to confirm brain death can result in false
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positives in patients with residual sedation and barbitu-
rate overdose (Busl and Greer, 2009). EEG also does
not adequately measure subcortical and brainstem activ-
ity and ECI can be recorded in patients with residual cra-
nial nerve reflexes and/or spontaneous respirations in
the setting of widespread cortical injury from cardiac
arrest and other mechanisms (Busl and Greer, 2009).
Conversely, EEG is susceptible to artifacts that may be
mistaken for residual neurologic activity, particularly
at high sensitivity settings in the hostile electric envi-
ronment of the ICU (Busl and Greer, 2009). For these
reasons, EEG cannot be routinely considered as a
replacement for clinical brain death testing and therefore
fails to fulfill the requirements of a “confirmatory” test
(Gu�erit, 2007).

Similar arguments are made to dispute consideration
of evoked potentials as an ancillary test for brain death
(Greer and Curiale, 2013). In particular, SSEP often
shows absent conduction of cortical potentials in cardiac
arrest survivors who do not meet clinical criteria for brain
death due to residual cranial nerve reflexes, spontaneous
respirations, or residual EEG activity (Young et al.,
2006). EPs only test for integrity of sensory conduction
along a single pathway and therefore fail the requirement
to confirm irreversible injury of the whole brain (Scripko
and Greer, 2011). EPs are also operator dependent, not
universally available outside of tertiary centers, and sus-
ceptible to artifacts (Wijdicks, 2010). The other major
argument for avoiding unnecessary ancillary testing for
brain death is that delays in brain death declaration have
been repeatedly demonstrated to reduce the conversion
rate for organ donation (Varelas et al., 2011;
Fernandez-Torre et al., 2013). This detrimental effect
most likely occurs due to a combination of premature car-
diac death or organ deterioration during the observation
period and erosion of confidence or burnout among sur-
rogate decision makers (Wijdicks, 2010). In the numer-
ous case series of ancillary testing in patients who met
clinical criteria for brain death, all the reported patients
who underwent appropriate clinical brain death testing
ultimately died—even those with demonstrable residual
activity on neurophysiologic testing (Wijdicks, 2010).
From this perspective, neurophysiologic testing only
served to delay the inevitable progression to whole brain
death, to the detriment of potential for organ donation.

The balance of these opposing views would argue that
multimodality neurophysiologic testing should not be
routinely used to replace the standard clinical examina-
tion. As such, relying on neurophysiologic testing
to hasten brain death diagnosis by forgoing parts of
the standard brain death examination—like apnea
testing—seems risky, especially in the context of resid-
ual sedation or barbiturate overdose. Neurophysiologic
testing may still have a role in ancillary testing for a

small subset of patients who meet clinical criteria for
brain death but there is clinical suspicion of residual
neurologic function. This is especially true in patients
with posterior fossa lesions with brainstem involvement
or neuromuscular diseases like botulism. In this setting,
EEG may reveal residual neurologic function in patient
who appear brain dead. Similarly, evoked potentials
may reveal residual brainstem conduction in comatose
cardiac arrest survivors with widespread cortical injury.
For many of the patients described here, ancillary
brain perfusion testing is preferred because of stronger
evidence and guideline support. A small subset of
patients may be unable to undergo perfusion testing
because of lack of institutional availability or the patient
is too unstable to transport to the radiology department.
In these cases, multimodality neurophysiologic testing
may be required to support determination of brain
death.

CONCLUSIONS

Declaration of brain death requires demonstration of
irreversible injury to thewhole brain, including the brain-
stem. Current guidelines rely on bedside clinical exami-
nation to determine that the patient has irreversible coma
due to an etiology capable of causing brain death, absent
cranial nerve reflexes, and apnea. Considerable variabil-
ity exists among provider practices, institutional policies,
state laws, professional guidelines, and national laws.
Neurophysiologic testing to support the clinical diagno-
sis of brain death has primarily consisted of EEG and
evoked potentials—typically a combination of SSEP
and BAEP. The diagnostic accuracy of these ancillary
tests has been studied for the last few decades but the role
of ancillary testing in brain death continues to be a source
of controversy. A uniform process for establishing brain
death is clearly needed because determination of death
needs to be unequivocal. The possibility of a person
being dead according to one set of rules yet not dead
according to other policies, practices, or laws chal-
lenges one of the most sacred obligations of medical
providers—reliably determining the moment a person
ceases to live.

Policies that mandate ancillary testing for brain death
are borne from a desire for certainty, but mandatory
ancillary testing has not been shown to improve patient
outcomes and may unnecessarily delaying declaration
of death and diminish opportunities for organ donation.
Neurophysiologic testing, however, clearly has a role in
supporting the clinical diagnosis of brain death by
providing more evidence that the whole brain is irrevers-
ibly injured when there is clinical suspicion to the con-
trary. This can take the form of confirming absence of
cortical activity with EEG in patients with brainstem
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compression or using evoked potentials to demonstrate
absence of brainstem conduction in a cardiac arrest
survivor with widespread cortical injury. In cases
where doubt exists in the provider’s mind regarding
the reliability of bedside examination to demonstrate
irreversible injury of the whole brain, neurophysiologic
testing will continue to be important. Future research is
needed to continue to validate the sensitivity and—
especially—the specificity of neurophysiologic testing
for brain death, including nasopharyngeal SSEP and
digital quantitative EEG methods that address the
poor interrater reliability of subjective EEG interpreta-
tion. As research continues, professional societies,
medical institutions, states, and countries should strive
to create uniform policies and practices for brain death
determination.
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